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1.1 This statement has been 
prepared by Terence O’Rourke Ltd 
on behalf of SmithsonHill in support 
of an outline planning application 
for a park for AgriTech on land at 
Hinxton. Further information about 
the proposal is provided in the 
submitted Planning Statement. 
A comprehensive programme 
of consultation has been carried 
out prior to the submission of the 
application, in accordance with  
South Cambridgeshire’s adopted 
Statement of Community 
Involvement (January 2010).

1.2 This document sets out 
the consultation that has taken 
place to inform the development 
proposals that are the subject 
of this application. Section 2 
outlines SmithsonHill’s approach 
to consultation and section 3 sets 
out the collaborative approach 
to transport issues that has been 
adopted since the start of the 
project. Sections 4 and 5 detail 
the engagement with the local 
community, local stakeholders, 
the local authority and statutory 
consultees. They give an overview 
of the key issues raised and where 
appropriate, states how these have 
been addressed through the final 
proposals. Materials used in relation 
to the consultation process are 
provided in the appendices.

01 INTRODUCTION
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2.1 SmithsonHill (SSH) is a 
joint venture between Russell 
Smith Farms and Hill Commercial 
Investments. Both groups are long 
term active members of the South 
Cambridgeshire community and are 
committed to the local area and to 
the legacy and continuing longevity 
and success of its businesses. The 
two halves of SSH are united in their 
vision for the future of AgriTech 
and how non-agricultural sciences 

can apply their technologies and 
innovation to the agricultural field. 
They understand the importance of 
developing the sector and wish to 
leave a legacy for future generations. 
As highlighted throughout this 
application, the site, located close to 
Cambridge and within an existing 
cluster of research and technology 
establishments, is the optimum 
location in the East of England region 
to deliver this development.

02 SMITHSONHILL AND 
THEIR APPROACH TO 
CONSULTATION
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2.2 SSH recognises the importance of 
creating an inclusive environment to benefit 
not just the people that will work on site 
but also the wider local community. They 
understand that a collaborative approach to 
developing proposals is the only way to achieve 
this and it is this principle, that has driven the 
approach to consultation, seeking to engage 
and keep the community informed at each 
stage. 

2.3 The development of the proposals 
has been collaborative from the outset with 
input sought from local residents, community 
representatives, local special interest 
groups, the local parish councils and South 
Cambridgeshire District Council.

2.4  The planning and community 
engagement process has proved to be a 
positive experience which has helped to 
build and strengthen relationships within the 
community, bring people together, and gain 
an understanding of what local people wish 
to see on the site and issues local people feel 
need to be addressed. This approach has not 
just helped SSH identify the top concerns for 
the local area but also understand how the 
local community suggest these issues could 
be solved. During this process, transport was 
identified early as the key issue for the local 
community and hence an in depth approach 
to transport consultation was adopted, 
SSH actively engaging in wider transport 
considerations. This is addressed further in 
section 3.

2.5 This local engagement has been run 
in parallel with consultation with the local 
authorities and statutory consultees with 
respect to technical matters. 

2.6 Table 1 overleaf sets out the key 
stakeholders who have been involved in the 
process to date. It includes local interest 
groups, the wider business and academic 
community, local officers, statutory consultees 
and local politicians. 

2.7 Community engagement and 
stakeholder consultation has taken the 
following forms, from project inception to the 
submission of this application:

• Transport workshops and feedback session

• Meetings with stakeholders

• Public exhibitions (June 2016 and May 2017)

• Presentation and Q&A session 

• Residents updates

• Publication of FAQs in response to 
comments and queries raised

• Media briefings and press releases

• Project website (all consultation material 
has been made available on the website at 
www.smithsonhill.co.uk)

• Updates on Twitter and Facebook

• Feedback forms

2.8 The community and stakeholder 
engagement that has taken place as the 
proposals have evolved has been extensive 
and meaningful, with the feedback received 
providing a valuable contribution to the final 
scheme, which is the subject of this outline 
planning application.
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2.9 SSH’s vision is to create a globally 
significant park for AgriTech that hosts a 
vibrant community of commercial companies 
to address agricultural productivity and 
sustainability challenges. A key objective of 
that vision is to create a positive community 
based space for employees, farmers and 
local residents.  Meaningful community 
engagement has therefore been key to 
ensuring a development proposal that will, as 
far as possible, accommodate the needs of all 
interested parties, including through provision 

of access to significant areas of new public 
open space, on-site facilities and enhanced 
accessibility by modes of transport other 
than the private car. SSH is keen to engage 
further with stakeholders as the development 
proposals progress.

2.10 The remainder of this statement 
outlines the way in which SSH has engaged 
with stakeholders throughout the pre-
application process.
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Table 1: Key stakeholders 

Local community

Local residents, local businesses, general public

Local amenity groups

Cambridge Past Present and Future, Cambridge Cycle Campaign, Cambridge Ahead, Smarter 
Cambridge Transport, CTC Cambridge, RailHaverhill, RailFutures, Duxford Imperial War Museum

Local authority representatives

South Cambridgeshire District Council (planning officers and members), Cambridgeshire County 
Council (highways officers, archaeology officer and local lead flood authority officer)

Statutory consultees

Environment Agency

Highways England

Natural England

Historic England

Health and Safety Executive

Parish councils

Hinxton Parish Council

Ickleton Parish Council

Whittlesford Parish Council

Duxford Parish Council

Pampisford Parish Council

Great Abington and Hildersham Parish Council

Great Chesterford Parish Council

Sawston Parish Council

Little Abington Parish Council

Stapleford Parish Council

Great Shelford Parish Council

Elmdon & Wenden Lofts Parish Council
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Other consultees

Agri-Tech East

British Horse Society 

The Land Trust

The Wildlife Trust

Anglian Water

Cambridge Water

National Grid

UK Power Networks

Local science parks (Wellcome Trust Genome Centre, Granta Park, Former Spicer Site, Babraham 
Institute, Iconix Park and Chesterford Research Park)

Cambridgeshire Chamber of Commerce

Cambridge and South Cambridgeshire Chamber of Commerce

Greater Cambridge and Greater Peterborough Local Enterprise Partnership (LEP)

London Stansted Cambridge Consortium (LSCC)

Government Department for International Trade (DIT - formerly UKTI)

Judge Business School, University of Cambridge

University of Lincoln

Various AgriTech companies including Entomics, Dogtooth, Hummingbird

Cambridge Organic Food Company

One Nucleus

Cambridge Network

Cambridge University Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust

Haverhill Chamber of commerce

Federation of Small Businesses

Uttlesford District Council
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03 COLLABORATION ON 
TRANSPORT

3.1 In acknowledgement of the 
significant issues associated with 
transport in relation to most new 
development, SSH has adopted a very 
proactive approach to understanding 
the local issues and engaging with all 
key stakeholders, facilitating several 
events to raise awareness and bring 
together various interests.

PARK’S TRANSPORT GROUP

3.2 A key generator of existing trips 
on the local highway network are 
the existing science parks in the local 
area including Wellcome Genome 
campus, Babraham and Granta Park.  
SSH set up a Transport Group in 2015 
made up of representatives from 
these and other parks to promote 
a more coordinated approach to 
travel planning and investment in 
local infrastructure.  The group meets 
regularly at one of the parks.
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A1307 CITY DEAL TRANSPORT 
WORKSHOPS AND PUBLIC 
EXHIBITION

3.3 In April 2016, SSH facilitated a workshop 
and public exhibition to discuss the county 
council’s A1307 Haverhill to Cambridge Draft 
Concepts Report (January 2016), prior to formal 
consultation in June 2016.

3.4 The workshop, held at Sawston Village 
College on Monday 11th April was attended by 
a number of local residents and representatives 
from the following organisations:

• Hinxton Parish Council

• Chesterfords Parish Council

• Ickleton Parish Council

• Whittlesford Parish Council

• Pampisford Parish Council

• CTC Cambridge

• Sawston Parish Council

• Little Abington Parish Council

• Stapleford Parish Council

• Cambridge Past, Present, Future

• Addenbrookes

• Cambridge Cycle Campaign

• Better City Deal (new Smarter  
Cambridge Transport)

• Haverhill Chamber of Commerce

• Cambridgeshire County Council

• Hildesham Parish Council 

3.5 The purpose of the session (refer to 
appendix 1 for agenda) was to discuss the 
county council’s draft report and gain an 
understanding of people’s key concerns and 
priorities for transport around the A1307 
corridor.  Presentations were given by SSH and 
their highway consultants Alan Baxter Ltd as 
well as representatives of Smarter Cambridge 
Transport, Cambridge Cycle Campaign and a 
local resident.  A series of break out groups, 
facilitated by members of the project team, 
discussed key considerations and marked up 
plans before feeding back to the wider group 
with their thoughts in relation to:

• Objectives of the study

• The scope of the study

• Key transport concerns for people living and 
working in the area

• How public transport could be improved 
including bus rapid transport, rail links and 
stations, bus routes and principles, park & 
ride, hubs and smart technology

• How private transport could be improved 
including walking routes, cycling principles 
and routes, bridleway routes, road 
constraints and issues, parking controls, 
public realm and place-making

• Blue sky thinking

A Park for AgriTech - Hinxton
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3.6  A public exhibition was held the 
same evening for anyone unable attend, with 
feedback from the workshop presented for 
people to view and add their own thoughts on 
whether they liked or disliked the ideas put 
forward and also to provide their own ideas.  
Feedback forms were provided to enable 
attendees to submit any comments after the 
event via email or post.  Additional attendees 
included representatives from the British  
Horse Society and South Cambridgeshire 
District Council.

3.7 Alan Baxter Ltd prepared a report of the 
findings, which was presented and discussed 
at a follow up session on 25th May 2016 prior 

to submission of a joint report to the county 
council in June 2016.  The submitted report  
was made available at the project website 
www.smithsonhill.co.uk.

3.8 Approximately 30 people attended 
each of the events in April and May.  A key 
output from this consultation was a general 
consensus that the A1307 should not be 
considered in isolation.  Included among the 
top priorities were improvements to the A505 
/ A1301 roundabout, improving walking, riding 
and cycling provision at key junctions and 
introducing a cycle underpass or overpass at 
the A505 / A1301 roundabout.
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Local engagement to date

Top local transport priorities identified by participants

The three most frequently listed items amongst people’s top local five transport priorities:

Short term

1 Integrated smart ticketing for bus, 
rail and BRT services 

2= Improve A505 / A1301 
roundabout  
(McDonalds roundabout) 

2= Increase existing bus services  
and frequencies

3 Improve walking, riding and 
cycling provision at key junctions

Long term

1 Reopen rail line to Haverhill

2 New station Wellcome Trust 
Genome Campus  
– parallel to A11

3 Cambridge metro /  
light-rail system

Overall 

1 Increase capacity of A505 
between M11 and A11 
(dualling?)

2= Improve walking, riding and 
cycling provision at key junctions

2= Make A11 / M11 junction all 
movements

3= Dual/improve existing A1307 
from A11 to Haverhill

3= Cycle underpass or overpass at 
McDonalds roundabout

3= Whittlesford Parkway upgrade 
(e.g. step-free access, lift, cycle 
crossing)

3= Cambridge metro /  
light-rail system

Collated outputs from the transport workshop and exhibition
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OTHER TRANSPORT GROUPS

3.9 SSH is also actively involved in a number 
of local transport groups in the area with a view 
to collaborating and promoting improvement 
initiatives, including:

• Cambridge Ahead Transport Group

• Smarter Cambridge Transport

• Haverhill Chamber of Commerce A1307 
Group

• Shelford and Whittlesford Rail User Group
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Figure 1: Collated outputs from the transport workshop and exhibition
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INTRODUCTION

4.1  SSH is a company with a strong 
community and local stewardship 
ethos. Many of the company’s 
directors have lived in the local 
community for many years, the 
Smith family responsibly farming in 
the area for around 80 years.  They 
understand that like much of the UK 
the local area is subject to challenges, 
particularly with respect to transport.  
Equally, the proposed site offers 
a significant opportunity for the 
development of a park for AgriTech 
to further growth in the sector. 

4.2 While SSH acknowledges 
that any new development will 
result in impacts on the local area 
and infrastructure it is committed 
to minimising these while also 
seeking to maximise the benefits 
that can be delivered at a local, 
regional and national level.  At 
a local level it was crucial that 
a wide ranging communication 
strategy was adopted to ensure a 
broad representation of views were 
obtained from the outset and that 
the development proposals could 
truly respond to the comments  
raised by local people wherever it 
was feasible to do so.

04 ENGAGEMENT WITH THE LOCAL 
COMMUNITY, LOCAL INTEREST 
GROUPS AND OTHER KEY 
STAKEHOLDERS
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19TH NOVEMBER 2015: 
MEETING WITH PARISH 
COUNCILS AND LOCAL 
COUNCILLORS

4.3 The main development site is located 
within Hinxton parish and the Abingtons ward.  
Whilst adjacent to Whittlesford, the bus / cycle 
interchange site is within Pampisford parish.  
As referred to throughout this section local 
parish councillors have been involved in the 
emerging plans from early on.

4.4 SSH and representatives of the project 
team first attended a meeting at Hinxton 
Village Hall with community representatives 
from Hinxton, Whittlesford, Ickleton and 
Duxford parish councils and members of 
the district council and county council 
in November 2015.  Key messages from 
participants included:

• Would like to see provision on site for 
circular walks and routes with links to 
Hinxton

• Would like to see measures for ecological 
enhancement integrated as part of any 
development 

• Suggestion of new footpath link behind 
existing hedge along A1301

• Not against development per se provided 
it is sensitive to the surroundings and 
addresses key infrastructure requirements

• Important to have lots of green space 
around any new buildings and to ensure 
that the character fits in with the existing 
environment in terms of design

• Concerns regarding safe crossing at A505 
/ A1301 roundabout by foot and cycle 
(dissuades some from cycling from the 
Hinxton area north and vice versa

• Transport in the area needs to be looked at 
comprehensively

• There are a number of local rat runs and 
areas of congestion, particularly along the 
A505 (plans were marked up to illustrate key 
issues)

• There is a lack of coordinated bus service 
serving existing science parks in the areas

• Main concern with the former proposal 
on the site for a new settlement (Hanley 
Grange) was the lack of local consultation 
and its scale (10,000 homes)

• Concern about potential impact of 
development on local utilities infrastructure 
- water supply a specific issue

• Wouldn’t want to see any high tension 
electricity wires

• Preference for single storey development

• Not a local requirement for any built 
facilities

• Poor facilities at Whittlesford Parkway rail 
station 

4.5 The comments raised during this 
meeting were taken forward through the 
development of the proposals for the site, 
particularly with regard to addressing some 
of the existing constraints to travel by foot 
and cycle, through provision of safe routes 
and opening up the site to public access with 
circular walks.  Comprehensive investigation 
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has also taken place to ascertain the capacity 
of existing utility infrastructure in the area and 
where further investment is required.  Details  
of this are set out within the submitted  
Utility Statement.

KEY STAKEHOLDERS IN THE 
AGRITECH SECTOR

4.6 As explained within the submitted 
Planning Statement a series of interviews were 
held in early 2016 with senior representatives 
from Agri-Tech East, Greater Cambridge 
Greater Peterborough Local Enterprise 
Partnership (GCGP LEP), London Stansted 
Cambridge Consortium (LSCC), government 
department for UK Trade & Investment (UKTI - 
now Department for International Trade) and 
a specialist in the sector by Martin Collison 
of Collison & Associates Ltd.  The interviews 
sought feedback on the following:

• The aspirations of stakeholders for AgriTech 
in the East of England (EofE) and LSCC areas

• Their views on current gaps in development 
of the sector

• The role the Hinxton site could play in 
helping facilitate the growth of the sector

4.7 A summary of the key issues and  
points that arose from those interviews are set 
out below:

• A focus on engineering and technology 
would fill a gap in the East of England  
(Agri-Tech East)

• Urban farming concept would fill a gap in 
UK provision and there are a large number 
of UK and overseas businesses who could be 
attracted by this (Agri-Tech East)

• Agri-science is ranked 2nd in the GCGP LEP 
science and innovation audit, so there is 
great interest in it (GCGP LEP)

• Linking life science to agriculture would 
be a good focus, many major local agri-
food companies are not engaged with the 
research base at present and providing 
a location to facilitate this would be very 
helpful (GCGP LEP)

• The Hinxton site is well located in terms of 
links to Med-city and Tech-city in London 
(GCGP LEP)

• There is a big gap for mid-scale laboratory 
space around Cambridge with very little 
supply available but a large and growing 
demand (GCGP LEP and UKTI)

• Opportunity for link to Sanger Institute and 
Wellcome (GCGP LEP)

• South of Cambridge is the right location, 
where can link to Babraham, Haverhill, 
Cambridge University and Wellcome (LSCC)

• Global companies want to be associated 
with the global brands of Cambridge and 
London (LSCC)

• Harlow and London’s Olympic Park both 
have a public health focus and the area 
around Kings Cross is a major development 
zone - links there would be helpful (LSCC)

• Need for national coordination of the 
AgriTech sector (LSCC)

• R&D base, while still world class in some 
parts of the AgriTech sector, is lagging 
behind the Netherlands (LSCC)

• Major gap in the UK focus on food security 
(LSCC) 
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• Opportunity to develop more UK expertise 
in glasshouses, controlled environment 
farming (LSCC)

• The location south of Cambridge is the “Life 
Science Neighbourhood” and it would be 
good to build upon this positioning (UKTI)

• There is currently a large gap in the UK in 
relation to the translation to market and 
‘near to market commercialisation’ (UKTI)

• AgriTech suffers from a lack of open 
innovation - it must embrace this as 
a matter of urgency - overdue (sector 
specialist)

• Hinxton site could be the catalyst for 
encouraging open innovation by being a 
strategic site with the ability to draw on 
Cambridge’s expertise and success in ICT 
and other sectors (sector specialist)

• Need for flexible space which can 
accommodate and support fast growth 
tenants as their needs grow and change 
(sector specialist)

• AgriTech, ICT, engineering and life sciences 
are increasingly overlapping and all are 
needed to address global issues around food 
and drink and find commercial solutions 
(sector specialist)

4.8 Engagement with these organisations 
continues, along with other parties that 
have expressed significant interest in the 
development, as referred to within the 
Planning Statement.  Emma Fletcher, 
Managing Director of SSH has spoken at a 
number of events and conferences including 
the LSCC Annual Conference 2017.

30TH JUNE – 2ND JULY 2016: 
EXHIBITION 1 (PRINCIPLES 
AND CONCEPT)

EVENT

4.9 The first public exhibition in relation 
to the site was held at Hinxton Village Hall on 
Thursday 30th June 2016 (4 – 8pm), Friday 1st 
July 2016 (2 – 8pm) and Saturday 2nd July 2016 
(10am – 2pm). The purpose of this exhibition 
was to share the emerging proposals for the 
site at an early stage and provide an overview 
of the findings of initial technical studies.

Figure 2: Postcard inviting local residents to the 
2016 exhibition

Map based upon the 2015 Ordnance Survey mapping with the permission of the Ordnance Survey on behalf of Her Majesty’s Stationery Offi ce © Crown Copyright 
Terence O’Rourke Ltd Licence number 100019980.

www.smithsonhill.co.uk
@SmithsonHill

WE ARE HOLDING A 
PUBLIC EXHIBITION ON THE 
FOLLOWING DATES AT:
HINXTON VILLAGE HALL
51 HIGH STREET, HINXTON, 
CB10 1QY
THURSDAY 30TH JUNE 2016
4PM – 8PM
FRIDAY 1ST JULY 2016
2PM – 8PM
SATURDAY 2ND JULY 2016
10AM – 2PM

We look forward to seeing you

M
11

Duxford
Road

High 
Street

Hinxton
RoadJunction 10

Whittlesford 
railway station

The sites

A1
1

A1301

A1301

Hinxton Village Hall

A505

A505

North End 
Road

New
RoadIckleton

Road
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Figure 3: Advertisements in local newspapers for the 2016 exhibition

ADVERTISEMENT

4.10 The exhibition was advertised 
extensively, with a postcard sent to 
approximately 1,500 homes in the surrounding 
villages of Hinxton, Ickleton, Duxford, 
Whittlesford and Pampisford. A plan illustrating 
the postal area for distribution is included 
within appendix 2.

4.11 Numerous personal invitations were 
sent via email to key local stakeholders 
including the local science parks.

4.12 Posters were issued in advance to the 
clerks of the local parish councils for parish  
 
 
 
 
 

notice boards and a number of advertisements 
were also published in the local newspapers 
including:

• Cambridge News (16 & 23 June 2016)

• Saffron Walden Reporter (16 & 23 June 2016)

• Business Weekly (16 & 23 June 2016)

4.13 Social media (Twitter, Facebook and 
Google+) was also used to advertise the event 
and details were included on several parish 
councils websites and within the Sawston 
Scene email bulletin.

4.14 A copy of the advert utilised for the 
postcard, poster and newspaper advert is 
included opposite.
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Figure 4: Origin of attendees to public exhibition 1 (principles and concept)

ATTENDEES

4.15 Attendees were invited to complete a 
register on arrival, including basic details such 
as their name, postcode and email address 
so that they could be contacted in relation to 
future consultation events.   Over the three days 
224 people formally signed in to the exhibition 
although there were a number who did not 
complete the register. 

4.16 As illustrated in figure 4, the 
attendees primarily originated from Hinxton, 
Ickleton, Duxford, Pampisford, Sawston, The 
Chesterfords and Great Shelfords, with a few 
from further afield. Attendees included local 
parish, district and county councillors, residents 
and representatives from interest groups and 
other stakeholders.
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Figure 5: 2016 Exhibition boards

FORMAT

4.17 Members of the project team were on 
hand throughout the exhibition to answer 
any questions and information was presented 
on a series of exhibition boards providing 
information on the following:

• The background on what AgriTech is and 
the associated need for the proposals

• why the site is a good location

• An overview of the findings of initial 
technical studies in relation to accessibility 
and transport, landscape, heritage, utilities, 
ecology and trees, water and ground 
conditions

• The site concept and initial guiding design 
principles

• The intended next steps

• An overview of local engagement to date, 
including the transport workshops outlined 
within section 3 

4.18 The exhibition boards, versions of 
which can be found in appendix 3, were 
made available on the project website 
(www.smithsonhill.co.uk) along with a video 
providing an overview of the content of the 
exhibition for those who were unable to attend.

www.smithsonhill.co.uk

Local engagement to date

Top local transport priorities identified by participants

The three most frequently listed items amongst people’s top local five transport priorities:

Short term1
Integrated smart ticketing for bus, 

rail and BRT services 

2=
Improve A505 / A1301 

roundabout  

(McDonalds roundabout) 

2=
Increase existing bus services  

and frequencies

3
Improve walking, riding and 

cycling provision at key junctions

Long term1
Reopen rail line to Haverhill

2
New station Wellcome Trust 

Genome Campus  

– parallel to A11

3
Cambridge metro /  

light-rail system

Overall 1 
Increase capacity of A505 

between M11 and A11 

(dualling?)

2= Improve walking, riding and 

cycling provision at key junctions

2= Make A11 / M11 junction all 

movements

3= Dual/improve existing A1307 

from A11 to Haverhill

3=
Cycle underpass or overpass at 

McDonalds roundabout

3= Whittlesford Parkway upgrade 

(e.g. step-free access, lift, cycle 

crossing)

3=
Cambridge metro /  

light-rail system

Collated outputs from the transport workshop and exhibition
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From our work and discussions to date some guiding design principles have been generated. 

These include:

• 
Significant landscape buffers to 

existing communities 

• 
Retain as many trees and hedges as 

possible and replace where removed

• 
Minimise potential impacts 

• 
Fabric-first to minimise energy 

requirements of buildings

• 
On site energy capture and re-use / 

generation 

• 
Sensitive and high quality design

• 
Extensive landscape and green areas

• 
Actively promote cycling, walking and 

use of Whittlesford Station  

• 
 Increase connectivity between 

business / science parks for example 

by shared transport, on-demand 

services, lift-sharing, cycling, and 

walking
• 

Leisure routes for walking, cycling, 

running, horse riding and dog walking

• 
Improvements to local junctions and 

the wider highway network.

Key principles and next steps

Next steps
Please do fill in a questionnaire, which 

provides the opportunity for feedback to the 

team. This is also available on our website 

www.smithsonhill.co.uk

 
Please provide any comments by  

Friday 22 July 2016,  

via email to  

hello@smithsonhill.co.uk  

or by post to  

Feedback, Terence O’Rourke Ltd,  

Everdene House, Deansleigh Road, 

Bournemouth, BH7 7DU.

 
We will review all comments received and your 

feedback will inform how the concept and 

proposals are progressed and future engagement 

with you. We will continue to engage with the City Deal 

process, facilitate community debate and 

regularly update the parish councils.

GREEN 
CORE

The Avenue
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facilities

Transport 
hub

Improved 

junction / cycle 

and pedestrian 

crossing

Whittlesford 

Parkway Railway 
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Hinxton

G
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A
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A
1301

Guiding design principles

Existing properties retained

Connections

Potential development areas

Agricultural land / crop trials
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• SmithsonHill facilitated 

a workshop and public 

exhibition in April to discuss 

the county council A1307 

Haverhill to Cambridge  

Draft Concepts Report 

(January 2016) 

• In May the findings and draft 

report were presented and 

discussed with the attendees

• Approximately 30 people 

attended each event

• SmithsonHill will now submit 

the report to the county 

council in response to the 

formal consultation on the 

Concepts Report. A copy of 

the report can be found on 

the SmithsonHill website. 

www.smithsonhill.co.uk

Local engagement to date

SmithsonHill ran a workshop 

in November 2015 with 

community representatives 

from Hinxton, Whittlesford, 

Ickleton and Duxford 

Parish councils, the district 

council and county council 

representatives. Key 

messages from participants 

included: 

• Transport in the area 

needs to be looked at 

comprehensively 

• Identification of local rat runs, 

areas of particular congestion

• Main concern with former 

proposal on site (Hanley 

Grange): lack of local 

consultation and scale 

(10,000 homes) 

• Not against development 

per se provided it is sensitive 

to the surroundings and 

addresses key infrastructure 

requirements.

Workshop at Sawston Village College, April 2016 and collated output from the workshop and exhibition feedback, public exhibition April 2016

November 2015 workshop

SmithsonHill has set up a 

Transport Group made up 

of representatives from the 

surrounding science parks, 

to promote a coordinated 

approach to travel planning and 

investment in local infrastructure. 

The Group meets regularly at 

one of the parks.

Parks’ Transport Group

A1307 City Deal transport workshops and public  

exhibition 11th April 2016 and 25th May 2016

www.smithsonhill.co.uk

•  

GREEN HUB
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Green corridor

The Avenue

A505
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Our ambition isTo provide a hub of national and international recognition to facilitate and encourage open 

innovation and near to market commercialisation in the AgriTech sector, with a key focus on 

market development, product development and process development to contribute towards 

tackling some of the world’s most pressing resource challenges.

Through
• A high quality mature environment and 

parkland setting 
• High quality and flexible spaces

• Informal shared spaces for the interchange  

of ideas.

 

• Incubator units, grow on space, laboratory, 

and office accommodation - approximately 

100,000 sqm of lettable commercial 

floorspace • Land for crop trials and demonstration areas

• A new transport hub north west of the  

A505/A1301 roundabout promoting 

sustainable travel.

Concept

Potential development areas

Site concept

Higher densityLower densityAgricultural land / crop trials
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Landscape
• Site location is in keeping with the historic pattern of 

settlements along the river corridor• Hedges, trees and topography screen much of the site  
from populated areas 

• The site layout and structural planting proposals will be 
informed by the detailed analysis.Heritage

• Grade II listed Hinxton Grange lies within the site  
providing character 

• Archaeological investigations underway. Utilities
• Discussions ongoing with respect to water and  

electricity supply 
• Gas pipeline crosses the north west corner of the site  

south east of the A1301 / A505 junction.Ecology and trees
• Significant opportunities exist to mitigate potential impacts 

and to enhance habitats. Disused badger sets have been 
found, low numbers of grass snake and common lizard, bat 
foraging habitat and potential for bat roosts. A number of 
breeding birds and over wintering birds have also  
been observed

• Potential for long term maintenance of trees and hedgerows. 
There are no tree preservation orders (TPOs) within the  
site boundary.

Water and ground conditions• No significant contaminants have been identified• Majority of the site lies within flood zone 1 (area of least risk)
• Small part of site west of the A1301 lies within flood zone 2 

(medium probability of flooding)• We are aware of flooding issues in Hinxton - the proposals 
will mitigate and not exceed greenfield runoff rates 

Any proposals will be subject to an environmental impact 
assessment (EIA) in accordance with the EIA Regulations. 
Through rigorous assessment this would identify any potential 

impacts on the environment, and the mitigation proposed to 
address these and to benefit the local area.

The site and surrounding area

Settlement pattern analysis

Settlement

Commerce / Industry
River
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Local considerations
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!

!

A1301

A
1307

A1
1

A505

M
11

A number of technical studies commenced in 2015 in parallel with engaging the local parish 
councils and other stakeholders in order to fully understand the site and local context; and to 
identify opportunities for improvement and enhancement in the local area. 
Accessibility and Transport 
• Most of the site lies within a 15-20 minute walk of Whittlesford Parkway railway station; and buses pass the site
• A green travel plan and coordination with the surrounding parks will build upon this potential for increasing sustainable travel to and from the area

 

• Seek to address and tackle  

 -  Road congestion at peak hours, particularly along the A505 corridor

 -  Highway safety concerns for pedestrians crossing the A505 at the A1301 ‘McDonalds’ roundabout
 -  Traffic diverting through Whittlesford from the A505 roundabout west of the village
 -  Rat running on local roads, including through Duxford and Ickleton

 -  HGVs utilising Hunts Lane off the A1301 into Hinxton
 -  Speeding traffic on local roads making cycling less safe

We are looking at how future investment in the area will enable some of these infrastructure issues to be addressed. 

In particular our land west of the A1301 offers a significant opportunity to promote sustainable transport initiatives including the opportunity for buses to better serve the immediate area. 

SmithsonHill has established a Transport Group made up of representatives from the surrounding science parks, to promote a coordinated approach to these issues in the area; and is actively facilitating local discussion to inform the City Deal.

! Railway stations

Public rights of way

National cycle route

National cycle network links

Dismantled railway

Bus stops

The sitesThe sites

Accessibility in the local area

The site and surrounding area
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Why here?

Regional location and context plan    
   O

x
f

o
r

d
 

t
o

 
C

a
m
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i
d

g

e  A r c

London Tech City

Heathrow Airport

London City Airport

Stansted Airport

Luton  Airport

M25
M40

M1
A1(M)

M11Oxford

Milton Keynes

LONDON

Cambridge Cluster

South East Cambridge Cluster

Cambridge International Airport

Whittlesford train station

Cambridge Central train station

Cambridge Science Park train station

Great Chesterford train station

London Kings Cross

London Liverpool Street

Cambridge  

Sub-regional concept model

 

Locally
• A willing landowner with a commitment  

to the local area 

• Excellent rail links to Cambridge,  
London, Norwich and beyond

• Access to Stansted, Luton and  
Heathrow airports

• At the heart of an existing Cambridge 
science park community within the 
internationally significant ‘South East 
Cambridge Cluster’ 

• At the heart of the East of England 
agricultural sector, one of the most 
productive agricultural areas in the world

• Beyond the Cambridge and London  
green belts, yet with frequent rail services 
to the cities

• Local plan support for clusters

• Suitable land on site for demonstration 
areas with good irrigation

• Availability of additional land in the nearby 
area for field trials as required, including a 
network of local farms. 

Nationally
• The East of England is the UK and 

EU centre for research into agricultural 
technology, life sciences and ICT 

• The site is in the desired London-
Stansted-Cambridge Corridor. The 
consortium (LSCC) has identified agri-food 
as a key sector, including farming and 
growing, food and drink manufacturing 
and processing, equipment manufacturers, 
and research and development

• There are over 520 AgriTech related 
companies and establishments in the 
LSCC and East of England region, with 
the UK’s first regional AgriTech business 
network and cluster organisation based in 
the LSCC corridor (AgriTech East).

 
European and Internationally
• The UK is at the forefront of research, 

including plant science, agriculture and 
horticulture, bio-medical and life sciences 
and Information and Communications 
Technology (ICT) 

• The Oxford to Cambridge arc is a 
recognised concentration of high-
tech manufacturing and research 
establishments, known for exceptional 
innovation and entrepreneurial activity

• The Cambridge Phenomenon sets the 
sub-region apart, even within this arc.

The South East Cambridge Cluster
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What is AgriTech?

AgriTech can be broadly defined as 

the enabling sector which supports 

agriculture and the food chain in tackling 

global challenges including hunger and 

malnutrition, resource depletion, disease 

resistance, climate change resilience, 

health and wellbeing.

We need to grow between 60-100% more 

food per annum by 2050 to meet the 

increase in population (+36%) and changes 

in diets as people rise out of poverty.

This is against a backdrop of climate 

change and losing land to urbanisation and 

environmental degradation. The only way 

to deliver the food needed without harming 

the planet will be through more efficient 

production and supply chains, a key focus 

of the AgriTech sector, which is seen by the 

government as being central to the UK’s 

future knowledge-led growth.

Growing the sector 

The UK is a recognised world 

leader in agricultural research. 

However, the application of 

this knowledge into industry, 

including product and  

process development on a 

commercial scale, has been 

much more limited. 

 
 
Our research (undertaken 

by Collison and Associates) 

confirms, through a detailed 

sector analysis and in-depth 

interviews, that there is a 

recognised need for investment 

in and space for companies 

developing and testing 

advancements in agriculture 

and food commercially; what 

is known as ‘near to market 

commercialisation’. 

 
 
These activities focus on 

market development, product 

development and process 

development, drawing upon the 

unrivalled research undertaken 

and technical know-how in the 

area. It requires open innovation 

between wide ranging sectors, 

such as ICT and data, plant 

science, biomedical and life 

sciences, food and nutrition, 

manufacturing, chemical 

engineering, food and 

drink processing, resource 

management, soil science,  

and climatology. 

AgriTech

Global challenges around food supply 

Energy 
 

45% increase  

in demand  

by 2030 (IEA)

Food

• 50% increase in  

demand by 2030 

(FAO)

• Health and nutrition

• Food security 

Resource 
depletion

• 30% increase in 

demand for water by 

2030 (IFPRI)

• Soil erosion and 

degradation

• Deforestation 

Climate change

• Greater weather extremes 

and unpredictability

• Rising temperatures 

changing growing 

conditions

• Disproportionality 

affecting poor countries

Global  
geo-politics

• Greater instability 

of supply chains

• Greater threat from 

terrorism

We have already attracted significant interest from potential occupiers, and this before  

any marketing of the site. This interest ranges from those requiring small incubator units 

to mid-size laboratories, to national and international corporations seeking to benefit from 

proximity to Cambridge. 

www.smithsonhill.co.uk

The purpose of the event 

• This exhibition is part of on-going engagement with the local community and key stakeholders

• It follows a meeting with representatives of the local parish councils in November 2015 and a 

workshop and exhibition on the county council’s draft transport options for the A1307 corridor 

in April and May 2016

• We want to share with you our emerging proposals for a site for AgriTech and associated life 

sciences on land east of the A1301 and south of the A505 at Hinxton.

About SmithsonHill 

• SmithsonHill is a joint venture 

between Russell Smith Farms and Hill 

Commercial Investments 

• Our partnership looks to strengthen 

the ‘Cambridge Phenomenon’ 

by facilitating initiatives that will 

create hubs for ground-breaking 

advancements – bringing together 

and stimulating interaction and the 

exchange of knowledge and  

know-how

• The Smith family has been responsibly 

farming in the area for over 78 years

• With a keen interest in environmental 

stewardship and sustainability, and 

the growing role of technology in 

these areas, the Smith family wishes 

to leave a positive legacy for future 

generations.  Also based locally, Hill 

Commercial shares this vision

• Working with local communities 

from the start we want to form close 

relationships to ensure key concerns 

are addressed and improvements are 

made in areas such as infrastructure, 

transport and biodiversity

• SmithsonHill has assembled a team 

of leading companies to bring the 

necessary skills to support the joint 

venture and bring this about.  

Welcome
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